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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

SOETORO (AKA BHO)
Trashing American Law & Constitution
October 5, 2015 – PAMELA GELLER (2 Oct 2015) penned an article titled, "OBAMA
(Soetoro) ADMINISTRATION AND U.N. ANNOUNCE GLOBAL POLICE FORCE TO FIGHT
‘EXTREMISM’ IN U.S." She began with:
“On Wednesday, Attorney General Loretta Lynch announced at the United Nations
that her office would be working in several American cities to form what she called
the Strong Cities Network (SCN), a law enforcement initiative (note: unconstitutional)
that would encompass the globe.
This amounts to nothing less than the overriding of American laws, up to and
including the United States Constitution, in favor of United Nations laws that would
henceforth be implemented in the United States itself – without any consultation of
Congress at all.
The United Nations is a sharia-compliant world body, and Obama (Soetoro),
speaking there just days ago, insisted that “violent extremism” is not exclusive to
Islam (which it is). Obama (Soetoro) is redefining jihad terror to include
everyone but the jihadists. So will the UN, driven largely by the sharia-enforcing
Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) and the pro-Islamic post-American
President Obama (Soetoro), use a “global police force” to crush counter-jihad forces?”
Read more at: www.breitbart.com...
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